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Objective: To explore the differences among volumetric CT dose index (CTDIvol), body-

specific dose assessment (SSDEED) based on effective diameter (ED), and SSDEWED

based on water equivalent diameter (WED) in evaluating the radiation dose of adult

thoracic and abdominal CT scanning.

Methods: From January 2021 to October 2021, enhanced chest CT scans of 100

patients and enhanced abdomen CT scans of another 100 patients were collected.

According to the body mass index (BMI), they can be divided into groups A and D (BMI <

20 kg/m2), groups B and E (20 kg/m2 ≤ BMI ≤ 24.9 kg/m2), and groups C and F (BMI >

24.9 kg/m2). The CTDIvol, anteroposterior diameter (AP), and the left and rght diameter

(LAT) of all the patients were recorded, and the ED, water equivalent diameter (WED),

the conversion factor (fsize,ED), (fsize,WED), SSDEED, and SSDEWED were calculated. The

differences were compared between the different groups.

Results: The AP, LAT, ED, and WED of groups B, E, C, and F were higher than those

of groups A and D, and those of groups C and F were higher than those of groups B

and E (P < 0.05). The fsize,ED and fsize,WED of groups B, E, C, and F are lower than those

of groups A and D, and those of groups C and F are lower than those of groups B and

E (P < 0.05). CTDIvol, SSDEED, and SSDEWED in groups B, E, C, and F are higher than

those in groups A and D, and those in groups C and F are higher than those in groups B

and E (p < 0.05). In the same group, patients with chest- and abdomen-enhanced have

higher SSDEWED and SSDEED than CTDIvol, patients with chest-enhanced CT scans

have higher SSDEWED than SSDEED, and patients with abdomen-enhanced CT scans

have higher SSDEED than SSDEWED (P < 0.05).

Conclusion: CTDIvol and ED-based SSDEED underestimated the radiation dose of the

subject exposed, where the patient was actually exposed to a greater dose. However,

SSDEWED based on WED considers better the difference in patient size and attenuation

characteristics, and can more accurately evaluate the radiation dose received by patients

of different sizes during the chest and abdomen CT scan.

Keywords: volume CT dose index, effective diameter, equivalent diameter of water, body specific dose

assessment, CT scanning
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INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of clinical diagnosis and treatment
and radiology technology, the application and popularity of CT
examination are constantly improving, and the ionizing radiation
received by patients is also constantly increasing, which has
aroused widespread concern about the potential cancer risk
(1). The radiation diagnosed by CT is usually higher than that
reported, so it is necessary to accurately evaluate and strictly
control the radiation dose of CT. At present, the CT radiation
dose index (CTDIvol) under the reference standard phantom
is usually used to characterize the CT radiation dose clinically,
and its value reflects the radiation dose output by the CT
equipment but does not consider the patient’s body shape factor.
In the actual scanning process, different objects have different
scanning diameters and attenuation coefficients (2). Therefore,
it is inaccurate to evaluate the effective dose of CT in patients
with CTDIvol index. The research of Kidoh et al. (3) shows
that there is a strong correlation between the specific body
dose assessment (SSDE) of patients and the average skin dose,
which can more accurately estimate the error of radiation dose
reduction. Based on the factors of the patient’s body shape,
American Medical Physics Association proposed to use effective
diameter (ED) and water equivalent diameter (WED) to estimate
the specific dose assessment (SSDE) based on the patient’s body
shape to make up and correct the influence of body shape on
CTDIvol and other indicators (4). In this study, we compare the
differences among CTDIvol, ED-based SSDEED, and WED-based
SSDEWED in evaluating the radiation dose of CT scan in the
chest and the abdomen of adults with different body mass index
(BMI) and discuss the further application of different radiation
dose evaluation methods in clinic to provide a reference for
clinical research.

DATA AND METHODS

General Information
Enhanced chest CT scans of 100 patients and enhanced abdomen
CT scans of another 100 patients were collected from January
2021 to October 2021 in our hospital. Inclusion criteria: patients
and families members’ informed consent; complete clinical image
data; clear image, which can meet the research requirements; no
metal artifact affecting the radiation dose. Among 200 patients,
there were 118 men and 82 women, 21–72 years of age with an
average of (48.92 ± 7.24) years, and a body mass index (BMI)
of (24.02±3.19) kg/m2. This study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of our hospital, and the patients and their families
provided informed consent.

Research Methods
GE 128-slice spiral CT scanner was used. The patient was placed
in the supine position, feet moved forward, hands raised. The
chest scanning was from the top of the lung to the bottom of
the lung and abdominal scanning was from the top of the liver
to the lower pole of both the kidneys. During the scan, the
patient was told to hold his/her breath. The scanning parameters
are: adopting automatic tube current modulation technology,

the tube current is 80–370 mAs, the tube voltage is 120 kV, the
detector collimation is 64 lli.625mm, the screw pitch is 0.993,
and the X-ray tube rotation time is 0.75 s. All scanned images
were transmitted to the image storage and transmission system
for measurement, and CTDIvol of all patients was recorded. The
anteroposterior diameter (AP) and left-right diameter (LAT) of
all the patients were measured (at the level of left renal vein
trunk and nipple) using workstation measurement software, and
ED =

√
AP × ALT, conversion factor (f size,ED) = a×e−b×ED,

and SSDEED = ff size,ED × CTDIvol were calculated at the same
time (5).

An elliptical ROI was selected, including the whole section
(except the bed board), the average CT value and area (A)

of ROI was recorded, and the WED =
√
(2)

(

CT
1000 + 1

)

× A ,

the conversion factor (f size,WED) = a×e−b×WED, and SSDEWED

= f size,WED×CTDIvol for each patient was calculated. In this
examination, all subjects used a 16-cm phantom in the scanning
except the scout, and the other four enhanced scans used a 32-cm
standard phantom to obtain CTDIvol values (6).

A total of 100 patients with enhanced chest CT scanning and
100 patients with enhanced abdomen CT scanning were divided
into groups according to BMI. Patients with enhanced chest CT
scan were divided into 30 patients in group A (BMI < 20 kg/m2),
36 patients in group B (20 kg/m2 ≤ BMI ≤ 24.9 kg/m2), and 34
patients in group C (BMI> 24.9 kg/m2). Patients with abdominal
enhanced CT scan were divided into 31 patients in group D (BMI
< 20 kg/m2), 35 patients in group E (20 kg/m2 ≤ BMI ≤ 24.9
kg/m2), and 34 patients in group F (BMI > 24.9 kg/m2).

Statistical Methods
SPSS22.0 software was used for processing, experimental data
were measured using mean standard deviation (±s), and one-
way analysis of variance was used to compare the differences
between the groups in AP, LAT, ED, f sizeED, WED, and f sizeWED,
respectively. The differences of CTDIvol, SSDEED, and SSDEWED

among different BMI groups were compared using the t-test. The
test level is α =0.05, and the difference is statistically significant
when P < 0.05.

RESULTS

Comparison of AP, LAT, ED, fsize,ED, WED,
and fsize,WED in Patients With Enhanced
Chest CT Scan
The AP, LAT, ED, and WED of groups B and C are all higher
than those of group A, and that of group C is higher than that of
group B, with statistical significance (P < 0.05). The f size,ED and
f size,WED of group B and C are lower than that of group A, and
that of group C is lower than that of group B (P< 0.05), as shown
in Table 1.

Comparison of CTDIvol, SSDEED, and
SSDEWED in Patients With Enhanced Chest
CT Scan
The values of CTDIvol, SSDEED, and SSDEWED in groups B and C
are higher than those in group A, and those in group C are higher
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of AP, LAT, ED, fsize,ED, WED and fsize,WED in patients with enhanced chest CT scan (n,±s).

Group AP (cm) LAT (cm) ED (cm) fsize,ED WED (cm) fsize,WED

Group A (n = 30) 21.63 ± 62.14 30.19 ± 12.51 25.55 ± 51.71 1.44 450.07 20.91 ± 91.45 1.71 790.13

Group B (n = 36) 22.65 ± 62.67a 32.17 ± 12.73a 26.99 ± 91.92a 1.37 390.06a 22.81 ± 81.52a 1.59 580.09a

Group C (n = 34) 24.99 ± 92.81ab 35.04 ± 03.05ab 29.59 ± 52.27ab 1.25 250.04ab 26.17 ± 11.96ab 1.41 410.08ab

F-value 14.496 24.847 34.461 98.750 82.678 72.400

P-value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Compared with group A, aP < 0.05. Compared with group B, bP < 0.05.

TABLE 2 | Comparison of CTDIvol, SSDEED, and SSDEWED in patients with

enhanced chest CT scan (n, ±s).

Group CTDIvol (mGy) SSDEED (mGy) SSDEWED (mGy)

Group A (n = 30) 3.74 7 0.61 5.32 3 0.73c 6.34 3 1.04cd

Group B (n = 36) 4.36 3 0.67a 5.89 8 0.89ac 6.90 9 1.02acd

Group C (n = 34) 6.53 5 0.75ab 8.03 0 1.16abc 9.12 1 1.48abcd

F-value 151.948 74.670 50.612

P-value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Compared with group A, aP < 0.05. Compared with group B, bP < 0.05. Compared

with CTDIvol in the same group, cP < 0.05. Compared with SSDEED in the same group,
dP < 0.05.

than those in group B, with statistical significance (P < 0.05).
In the same group, SSDEED and SSDEWED were higher than
CTDIvol; SSDEWED was higher than SSDEED; and the difference
was statistically significant (p < 0.05), as shown in Table 2.

Comparison of AP, LAT, ED, fsize,ED, WED,
and fsize,WED in Patients With Abdominal
CT Enhanced Scanning
The AP, LAT, ED, andWED of groups E and F are all higher than
those of group D, and those of group F are higher than those
of group E, with statistical significance (P < 0.05). The f size,ED
and f size,WED of group E and F are lower than those of group D,
and that of group F is lower than that of group E, with statistical
significance (P < 0.05), as shown in Table 3.

Comparison of CTDIvol, SSDEED, and
SSDEWED in Patients With Abdominal CT
Enhanced Scanning
The values of CTDIvol, SSDEED, and SSDEWED in groups E and F
are higher than those in group D, and those in group F are higher
than those in group E, with statistical significance (p < 0.05).
In the same group, SSDEED and SSDEWED were higher than
CTDIvol, SSDEED was higher than SSDEWED, and the difference
was statistically significant (P < 0.05), as shown in Table 4.

DISCUSSION

The area on the parallel lines along the axis (z) under the single-
layer scanning dose distribution curve is denoted by CDTI.

Due to some limitations in its measurement, CDTI100, CDTIW,
and CTDIvol were subsequently exported. CTDIvol can be used
to compare the radiation doses from different CT scanners.
CTDIvol represents the radiation dose value of one-layer images
along the rotation axis, which is the radiation dose output level
calculated based on the standard phantom. However, it has
nothing to do with the scanning length. It reflects the radiation
dose level output of the equipment, rather than the radiation
dose received by patients, and can not truly reflect the radiation
dose assessment received by patients with different body types
(7, 8). Therefore, when CTDIvol is used to evaluate the radiation
dose received by patients, the problem of underestimating the
radiation dose received by patients with low body weight will
appear (9). CTDIvol is very sensitive to the changes of scanning
parameters, such as tube voltage, tube current, X-ray tube
rotation time, etc. For different human bodies, its scanning
diameter is different and the radiation dose is different. The
emergence of SSDE parameter solves this problem.

Body-specific dose estimation is a CT dose estimation
value corrected by the patient’s body shape. It is obtained
by standardizing CTDIvol with f on the basis of CTDIvol.
Considering f, a factor related to the patient’s body shape, it can
more accurately evaluate the actual radiation dose received by
the patient (10). Australia, New Zealand, and other countries
have suggested using SSDE in chest examination to establish the
dose reference (11, 12). The results show that with the increase
of BMI, AP, LAT, ED, and WED of different types of patients’
chest and abdomen enhanced CT scans all increased to varying
degrees, while f size,ED, f size,WED showed a downward trend. In
this study, the standard phantom with a diameter of 32 cm was
used, but the ED of abdominal CT scan in most patients was
<30 cm, and only 6 patients had an ED that fluctuated in the
range of 30–32 cm, which was obviously different from that of the
standard phantom. This study also shows that CTDIvol is used to
evaluate the radiation dose in enhanced CT scans of the chest
and abdomen, which is obviously lower than that of SSDEED and
SSDEWED, and there is a problem of underestimating the actual
radiation dose.

The SSDE effectively makes up for the deficiency of CTDIvol
in body shape difference and tissue attenuation. Based on the
method of ED evaluation, it is assumed that the patient’s body
cross-section is elliptical, and the internal components are all
water, and then the circle diameter F equal to the elliptical area is
used to correct. However, it is not suitable for this changeable and
irregular geometric shape of the human body, and the radiation
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TABLE 3 | Comparison of AP, LAT, ED, fsize,ED, WED, and fsize,WED in patients with abdominal CT enhanced scanning (n, ±s).

Group AP (cm) LAT (cm) ED (cm) fsize,ED WED (cm) fsize,WED

Group D (n = 31) 18.92 ± 91.84 27.84 ± 82.01 22.95 ± 91.24 1.59 590.17 23.82 ± 82.06 1.54 580.18

Group E (n = 35) 20.16 ± 11.97a 29.23 ± 2.27a 24.28 ± 21.37a 1.51 520.15a 25.68 ± 62.21a 1.44 460.16a

Group F (n = 34) 21.75 ± 72.03ab 31.49 ± 42.64ab 26.17 ± 11.52ab 1.41 410.13ab 28.94 ± 92.74ab 1.27 290.13ab

F-value 17.223 20.469 211.461 64.629 39.462 22.746

P-value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Compared with group D, aP < 0.05. Compared with group E, bP < 0.05.

TABLE 4 | Comparison of CTDIvol, SSDEED and SSDEWED in patients with

abdominal CT enhanced scan (n, ±s).

Group CTDIvol (mGy) SSDEED (mGy) SSDEWED (mGy)

Group D (n = 31) 3.52 5 0.55 5.52 5 0.91c 5.35 3 0.84cd

Group E (n = 35) 4.19 1 0.58a 6.28 2 0.96ac 5.96 9 0.89acd

Group F (n = 34) 6.09 0 0.69ab 8.50 5 1.17abc 7.67 6 1.02abcd

F-value 155.919 39.510 56.389

P-value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Compared with group D, aP < 0.05. Compared with group E, bP < 0.05. Compared

with CTDIvol in the same group, cP < 0.05. Compared with SSDEED in the same group,
dP < 0.05.

dose will be underestimated when the tissue density of the CT
scan is quite different from that of water (13, 14). The method of
calculating radiation dose based on WED can consider the size
and X-ray attenuation factors of different parts of the patient’s
chest and abdomen. It is closely related to X-ray imaging and
is suitable for irregular and uneven tissues of the human body
(15, 16). However, there are few SSDE based onWED. This study
discusses the application of SSDE based on WED calculation in
the adult thorax and abdomen by comparing the differences of
three different body-specific dose assessments in the body.

The results show that with the increase of BMI, the values
of SSDEED and SSDEWED gradually increase. The SSDEWED of
patients with enhanced CT scan in the chest is higher than that
of SSDEED, while that of patients with enhanced CT scan in the
abdomen is lower than that of SSDEED. Since the air content in
the chest is obviously lower than that in the water model and the
overall attenuation in the chest area is obviously lower than that
in the water model, the average CT value corresponding to X-
ray attenuation in vivo is negative, while the density of abdomen
tissues is roughly the same as that in the water model, the overall
attenuation is consistent with that in the water model, and the
average CT value corresponding to X-ray attenuation is positive.
With the increase of BMI, the difference between SSDEED and
SSDEWED also gradually increases (17).

There are still some limitations in this research. This study
involves only adult patients. Some studies based on ED SSDEED
show that it is meaningful for infants and young children (18). At
the same time, the number of cases distributed in different BMI
ranges is relatively small, which needs to be further discussed in
the follow-up study.

To sum up, CTDIvol and ED-based SSDEED underestimated
the radiation dose to which the subject was exposed, and
the patient was actually exposed to a greater dose. However,
SSDEWED based on WED better considers the difference
in patient size and attenuation characteristics, and can
more accurately evaluate the radiation dose received by
patients of different sizes during the chest and abdomen
CT scan.
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